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Communi'••
It would be impossible to
enumerate the many ways in which
Portland State interacts with the
community. The whole identity of the
University depends on that natural
symbiosis that develops between
people and institutions in an urban
environment. Thus, ha~dly an event
takes place, or a word is uttered in
class, or a discovery is made in the
laboratory that doesn't in some way
affect the community. Likewise, the
university is sensitive to any change
in the community's economic,
demographic or philosophical
climate. It is a relationship that exists
In part spontaneously, but which is
increasingly deliberate.
In this issue of Perspective, under
the Latin byword " Communitas," we
offer a few glimpses into the nature
of this give and take relationship.
One obvious way in which PSU
impacts the city of Portland is
through the thousands of alumni who
settle in the metropolitan area. We
look at three alums who have
chosen to serve their community in
very different settings: spiritual,
cultural and organizational. On
campus, we highlight several fruitful
partnerships with the community, in
the diverse fields of music, medicine,
planning and business. Even much
of the news, we found , follows the
community theme, with reports of
gifts from the city and private
industry, a favorable budget proposal
from the governor, and the hiring of
a new university liaison with the
community.
Clearly, "Communitas" is a theme
that cannot, and should not, be
covered exhaustively in one issue.
As Perspective explores other
themes, readers will feel this
undercurrent of community exchange
But there are many angles from
which to view the University, and
Perspective, in its new format, will •
offer some fresh ways of looking at
our growing and changing fnstitution.
-The Editor

•

The Center for Urban Studies:
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As Portland grows, the research arm of PSU's School of Urban and
Public Affairs gives a helping hand, looking into anything from nuts
and bolts to taxation.
page three

Nancy Edwards, '80 MSW:
Bringing business and social service together, a PSU alum shapes
a satisfying career at a private utility:
page four

Courtesy appointments:
Oregon Symphony conductor James DePreist and the Veteran
Administration's Dr. Philip King offer special skills to PSU students
as adjunct faculty members.
page six

Alcena Boozer, '74 MA:
As a deacon in the Episcopal Church , she takes communion to
shut-ins and as a school counselor she steers kids away from
self-destruction.
page eight

Sue Busby ('66) and the Interstate
Firehouse Cultural Center:
An initiator since her days at PSU, Sue Busby is realizing some
personal dreams as director of a new culture center.
page nine

Plus:
Small businesses get PSU's help; University has new advocate;
Building leased to PSU for computer school; Foundation
president goes to bat; New alumni clubs; Two reunions; Alumni
Notes; and more.
Cover i/lustraffon by Nancy Olson

PSU: In the city and of the city
It is no accident that major cities also are centers of
higher education . Cities, with their concentrated and
diversified populations, possess a breadth and depth of
human resources and needs which both foster and
demand higher education.
PSU , as Portland's largest post·secondary
educational institution and Oregon's only urban
university, has defined for itself a unique mission: it is a
university existing not only In a city but of the city ,
giving it the twin identities of urban organization and
educational institution.
In these uncertain economic times, when major shifts
are taking place in society and industry, the
interdependence of communities and their educational
resources becomes even more acute. If there is
community disinterest in the .health of educational
institutions, both the institutions and the community
ultimately will suffer. not just economally, as today,
but also in many other ways which together determine
the quality of life in civilized societies.
Portland Staters have been sensitive to the
importance of this interaction since the institution's
beginnings. It was a vocal community demand which
brought Vanport Extension Center Into being, it was the
public which kept it alive as Vanport College and fought
for the programs to bring it College and finally
University status, and it is the public which today is
pointing to the need for strengthening educational and
research capabilities to keep the Portland metropolitan
area economically competitive.
Since its founding as a four·year institution in 1955,
PSU has awarded more than 40,000 graduate and
undergraduate degrees, with bener than three-fourths of
those graduates remaining as creative and contributing
mem~rs of the ~ortlanp community. In additkm to this
growing pool of educated and talented alumni , the
university itself is a continuing resource for advanced
learning, specialized educational opportunities, and

Letters

Best alum paper
I am a graduate of three fine
institutions - Washington State
University, Purdue University, and
University of California at Davis. I
receive the alumni newspaper from
each of these places , and because
of my continuing Interest in these
institutions, I read the publications
carefully.
As a PSU faculty member I also
receive PSU Perspective. I must
say that the Fall 1982 issue is the
finest alumni newspaper I have seen.
Congratulations on a great job.
Clyde L. Calvin
Biology

Great style

expertise. This is in keeping with the three main
purposes of the university - teaching, research and
public service .
In its capacity as urban institution, Portland State has
responded directly to the needs of the surrounding
population . Helping place·bound people meet their
needs for upgrading job skills is nothing new to PSU ;
that has been one of its basic missions since its
beginnings, and today more than 40 percent of our
students are part·time. The metropolitan area has
always been both a place of regular employment for
most full-time and part·1ime students, and a giant
laboratory in which to hone their classroom knowledge.
Community and campus offerings in music, theater, and
dance have been complementary. A significant number
of the faculty always has been part·time, drawn from
the community. and adding richness and diversity to the
University's educational programming in the arts,
sciences, and various professional fields. PSU 's
partnership with the community has been most evident
recently in the area of "high tech" development.
Enhancement of PSU's engineering programs, with the
help of government and private gifts, will have a direct
impact on the local economic picture as the state
follows the rest of the nation in shifting from traditional,
resource-based Industry to high technology.
The university·community connections are both
obvious and subtle. When you visit our campus on the
South Park Blocks, it sometimes is difficult to tell
exactly where the city stops and the university begins.
The same Is true of the University and its place in the
community. We are pleased and proud that this
relationship always has existed here, and we are
gratif~ that more and more people are coming to
recognize its importance.

........"

to receive such a generous spread in
the bulletin, and I wanted you to
know how pleased I was.
t also happened to notice that your
position as editor is a new one, and I
wanted to express my wish that your
tenure with the paper is a successful
one for you. The quality of that
particular article. and the anractive ,
informative layout of the bulletin in
general, only predict that such will be
the case.
Doug Seesbe (76)
Universal City , CA.

(Editor's Note: Credit for the design
and layout of the last Perspective
should be generously shared with
past editor Laura Jacobson.)

Owes it to coach

Thanks for such nice publicity in
the alumni letter! I loved the way you
entwined all three of our stories
together-great style!
And from me personally , that's the
nicest article I've read about myself,

Generous spread
A tardy note of appreciation for the
nicety written article about Pamela,
Terry and me. It was most gratifying

Perspective about my work with the
colored pencil medium. Laura
Jacobson did a fine job of
interpreting our interview.
Bet Borgeson ('78)
Portland, OR.

Iffi(lJ

R!rspective
PSU,,-apeettv.i8publishedquarterfyduring
"'yeltbyNewsandlnlotmationserv;c.es1ot
UJmnI, laculty and staff and friends of Pat1Iand
State lIniv.rsity.
EdItof CyntIja o. SbNeI
contrtbuton Clarence Hein '65

""'
Johno>n
Elizabeth Coonrod

Thanks for the interview. I always
enjoy talking about myself.
Seriously , though, all credit must
go to Jack Featheringill - coach,
teacher, friend - who gave me a
break and a chance.

Pam Roylance ('76)
Hol~ood . CA.
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Terry Knox
Los Angeles. CA.

Fine Interpreting
I just want to express my
appreciation for the article in

~ of . . . . .: Send bolh new and old
addteaeellio PSU PenpKtJve. P.O. Bc»I751 ,
Portland Stala Univeraity. Portland, Oregon,

97207.

-

""""':IfIhIsJs.sueisatidreSsedloyQUtMWI Ot
daughtet who no longer maintains a permanent
adcIress at yout home. please notify the PSU
Alumni 0IIIce !503-~948) of !he new mailloq

....

PSUIIJPPOfl881JJ aI «IucationaIoppot1Utwty
withoutregatdtosax. race. handicap. • •
nationaIOtigin, maritalatatue.ortellglon.
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Center's research quietly
impacts city's growth
by Clift Johnson

Looking closely at some of the
policy moves made by government
and industry jn the Portland
metropolitan area, one can detect
the fine hand of PSU 's Center for
Urban Studies. Since 1965, faculty
and selected students in the center,
part of PSU's School of Urban and
Public AHairs, have cooperated in
cond
on a
widement of public
policy
s.
Responding continualty to the
needs of PSU's surrounding
metropolitan environment, the center.
directed by Or. Kenneth Dueker.
specializes in urban policy analysis,

government program evaluation,
urban and regional planning.
economic and community
devek>pment analysis, and public
financial management studies.
Faculty who commonly participate
in the center's research projects and
planning studies are drawn from
several social science disciplines.
urban studies and public
administration. The entire range of

The study also Indicates the mall
may be nearing Its designed carrying
capacity earlier than its expected
lifespan, despite the relief offered by
the Banfield light rail and articulated
buses.
The center's involvement in mass
transit study wilt continue with the
establishment of a new Transit
Research and Management
Development Center .t PSU. One of
only eight schools In the nation to
receive 550,000 In funding from the
federal Urban Mass Transportation
Administration to set up the new
program, the center expects to
receive a $125,OOO-per·year grant
wh~h will open the center's doors for
its first year of operation,
Its establishment is designed to
help meet the entry-level and middle
managerial resource needs of the
rapidty changing transit industry
during the next 20 years. by
becoming a major training and
research resource in the Portland
metropolitan area. The new center is
expected to open in late February,

university resources, including its

faculty graduate research assistants,
computer facilities and library
services, is available to the center.
I

Tracking transit
Perhaps the best-known subject of
the center's current studies is its
recently concluded assessment of
the Ponland Transit Mall, which
analyzed such factors as effects on
downtown business, bus ridership,
and employees who work in the
immediate area.
As a result of the cooperative
research venture, the center, the City
of ponland, Metro and Tri-Met have
leamed that the mall has wor1<ed to
speed the movement of bus riders
traveling on and through S.W. 5th
and 6th Avenues in downtown
Portland, and " ... has proven to be a
good pubfic investment. ,.
Primary beneficiaries of the mall
were determined to be the bus riders
and Tri-Met itself, with downtown
business interests positively affected
to a lesser degree. The new study
indicated the mall's presence has
increased traHic, but not congestion
in their area, thus preventing
downtown from declining while
helping major retailers maintain their
competitive position with metro-area
shopping cent""'.

••

l'i'l

and will be co-directed by Dr. Dueker
and Dr. Sheldon Edner, research
associate at the Center for Urban
Studies.
Nuts and bolts
Elsewhere, a study just completed
by the center for the Port of Portland
and the Portland Development
Commission will help those agencies
determine which goods could be
produced locally that are now
imported by other local
manufacturers. Preliminary study
findings show that fitling these gaps
in local industry by expanding
existing businesses, a concept
known as Mimport substiMion," also
could increase manufacturing
employment in the Portland area if
the study's suggestions were tully
implemented.
Identified In the study as "excellent
prospects" for new local industry
aUraction or expansion are: screw
machine products plus manufacture
of botts, nuts and screws, electric
lighting and wiring equipment,

electrical industrial apparatus, and
metaiworl<ing machinery and
equipment.
By utilizing the expertise of the
center's Or, James G. Strathman, a
visiting assistant professor of urban
studies and planning at PSU, the
Port and the Development
Commission were able to achieve
the research results they needed at
great economy to themselves, said
Dueker. The $5,000 study would
otherwise have cost the agencies
much more if done by professionals
outside the region, he noted.

" We see Strathman as a good
example of the type of professional
needed to research the important
economic development issues in the
Northwest," Dueker commented.

PSU', don.r Impact
Strathman also has completed a
special study for PSU which showed
that the University had a 5185-mililon
total spending impact on the Portland

metropolitan area economy during a
1981-82 fiscal year period. This
figure did not include PSU's prime
economic contribution, of course,
which is the long-range economic
value of educaUon itself.
Thus. the absence of PSU
". ,.woukt have a major impact on
the metro area," conctuded Or.
James Todd, vice president of
finance and administration at PSU,
who reviewed the study's findings.
The nearty $72,000,000 spent by
PSU and its students during the
1981-82 fiscal year generated a
beneficial "ripple effect" on the local
economy, resulting in rounds of
further spending in the community
totaling the $18S-million. An even
more accurate picture of the greater
Portland area's economy is expected
in a few months when the Urban
Studies Center finishes formulating
its own input-output statistical
measurement model, according to
Strathman.

rKJ
l!fb

Tulng and mapping
The center is expected 10 begin
work soon on another study which
should determine whether the
residents of Washington County's
lnoorporated areas are suffering from
"'double taxation." Rrst, PSU
researchers will determine variations
among jurisdictions in the costs of
providing urban services in the
populous Oregon county. They will
take a look at possible duplication of
tax payments by residents of the
incorporated areas who must not
only pay for their own services, like
police and road maintenance, but
pay for part of the cost of providing
such services in the county's
unincorporated areas as well. The
study will be directed by Dr. Edner.
Now nearing comP'etion is another
study involving the center and PSU's
Department of Geography under Dr.
Richard Lycan, which puts their
combined knowledge of the latest in
computer-assisted mapping
technology to good use at Tri·Met,
Metro and the Portland Public
Schools. As a result of the center's
recommendations, the state's largest
school system will be able to react
more quicldy to ongoing changes In
the home locations of its students.
thus simplifying the re-drawing of
district boundaries and changes in
bus routes.
Meanwhile, Dr. Dueker has
recently served as a member of a
prestigious nationwide research
panel charged by the National
Academy of Sciences with making
recommendations for a better land
information system which could be
employed throughout the United
States.

•••
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The Future
For all its varied invooements with
local agencies stretching back to
1965, the Center for Urban Studies
continually faces the problem of
maintaining its research capacity to
address Issues as they emerge. For
now, the center funcOOns on a
project-by.project basis, aided by a
modest level of University support.
Dueker hopes that in succeeding
years, the center's capabilities witl
become even more recognized and
supported by agencies and industries
in the region. They need to be more
willing to invest in the process of
building the university's research
capacity, he added, noting n is In
their long-range Interest to see a
strong research--oriented university,

3
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Social work alum takes skills to PGE
by Cynthia o . Stowell

"What are you doing. working at PGE?" It's a
question Nancy Edwards (MSW '80) has been fielding
ever since her graduate placement at Portland General
Electric Company. Now as a human resources
specialist at the big private utility, Edwards has some

ready answers for skeptics.
" It's still unorthodox for a utility company to have a
program like this," remarked Edwards about the
fi ve~person team that provides health and counseling
services for 3,000 employees statewide. "The old
position was that employees should leave their
problems at home."
Edwards' job is also non-traditional in the field of
social work. where the stereotype of the underpaid,
idealistic caseworker in the crowded office of a public
agency still persists. Edwards , dressed in a business
suit and speaking from a comfortable, modern office
building, says she needed a lot of assurance from her
PSU mentors that " Yes, this is within the purview of
social work - you haven't abandoned the field ."
While Edwards, 32, has had to re-examine values
shaped In college during the late sixties, she no longer
feels guilty about making a good salary in a "work
environment with a profit motive." In fact, her
enthusiasm for the program she helped to design Is
unmistakable.
She is one of two mental health workers and two
nurses who provide a " broad-brush employee
assistance program" 10r PGE workers and their
families . Edwards offers counseling and classes in
problem areas ranging from alcoholism and family
problems 10 stress management and consumer
budgeting. Employees use the confidential anq_largely "
free services on a voluntary basis.
"I'm not a treatment provider," explains Edwards.
who went through the planning and management track
in PSU's School of Social Work . ''I'm a linker. I link
people to services." Although she does some
short-term "problem-solving" with clients who feel
" stuck," she is more apt to refer them to specialists in
the community.
Edwards could also be seen as a link between two
traditionally divergent tields: business and social
service. The time is ripe for this marriage. feels
Edwards, who notes that the concept of in-house
employee assistance is common on the east coast but
just finding root in the Portland area . "The work force
today is very different, " says Edwards. " Employees
from PG E - and they're not untypical - are more
Interested in ... options . Wage and salary alone are
not Ihe incentive anymore. Employers are being asked
by employees to provide more in the way of personal
growth opportunities.
It Is also unrealistic for an employer to expect a
worker to leave his problems at home. feels Edwards.
"The SOCiety we live in is changing so dramatically and
creating a tot more stress and pressure. With 'Nomen in
the work force now, with the bombardment of
information and the growth of technology, old family
structures are breaking down and people are
experiencing personal crisis."
The Reagan administration's cutbacks in social
services are putting pressure on the private sector to
take responsibility for programs that have been publicly
administered for years, reminds Edwards. And
companies like PGE are finding it cost-effective to
assist their workers with health problems that could be
interfering with their job performance.
Industry opened up to Edwards while she was
finishing her first year of graduate work at PSU . Faced
with the inevitable questloo " What am I doing here?",
the former high school English teacher, Peace Corps
volunteer and Red Cross worker started talking to

THE
HAPSBURG
EMPIRE
Auguat 20-September 5, 1983
Tour L e ad er: Dr . Th omas
Poulsen, Di rector, Central EUropean Studies Center
F ly with us to the Hapsburg
Empire - the charism atic lands
of ancient castles and cathedrals,
the music of Mozart and Beethoven . the Danube, Ihe intellectual
and commerci;,.1 center of Europe
under the royal house of AuslriaHungary.

Our first stop Is Vieona where
you 'll take a city tour . . . visit
SChonberg CastJe and Orinzing on
the edge of Ihe Vienna Woods .
then take the train toAlUm Nancy Edwards ('80 MSW) teaches a class In
sharpening communlcaUon skills to PGE employees.

people who had become successful in their fields. One
person she talked to was beginning to develop the
program at PG E that Edwards now staffs. The graduate
student arranged to do her field work there, carrying out
a needs assessment and making a proposal tor the
innovative idea. It was a first for the School of Social

Work.
This term, Edwards is supervising a PSU social work
graduate student, Loraine Volz, who is helping to
evaluate the young program. Both Edwards and Volz
will be bringing their experience back to the classroom
in February when they guest teach a class in " Mental
Health in the Work Place." Edwards thinks the School
is doing a good job of " nurturing the movement of

Prague, home of the Bohemian
ru lers ... where you'll see Hradcany Castle and a performance of
the famou s " Czech Magic Lantern " ... board a train for Budapes t, wit h a city tour of
Buda. buill as a fortress in the 13th
century, and Pest , on the left bank
of the Danube ... enjoy a special
musical production . maybe a Blue
Danube waltz before leaving for Zagreb, the old Croatian capital,
with dinner in Mokrice Castle in
Siovina ... inspect Zagreb Uni·
versity where many PSU students
have continued their Central Euro·
pean studies ... jump aboard a
chartered bus to -

social work into industry."

Sarajevo, where the assassina·

Volz feels her supervisor is helping in that respect.
" Nancy is a great resource and link to the University.
We need these linking sources between the University
and the community. There are ways they can help each
other."
Edwards goes back "willingly" to the school and
faculty that told her, "You can do it." And having done it
- brought community service and business together
into one satisfying career - she sees how fruitful the
partnership can be. " I take pride in being in on the
beginning of an idea," says Edwards. "The organization
gets something different and I get this feeling of being
unique."

tion of Archduke Ferdinand signaled the start of WWI ... visit
Middle Eastern mosques ... journey through the spectacular Neretva Canyon to the Adriatic coast,
with a laSI stop at -

Dubrovnik, the med ieval walled

city ... with Lime for a swim in the
Adriatic! Fly home via Belgrade,
For details, contact PSU Alumni,

2294948.
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Business students assist
local enterprises
by Cynthia D. Stowell

SBI gives former student a hand
Former PSU student Jim Wikander, now p<esident ot Edge Technotogy
in Southeast Port~nd , has utilized the Small Businass InstiMe twiCe in the
last few years. The $1 million a year business designs and manufactures
products that can adapt "dumb" computers for access with business
message networks (like TWX and TELEX).
The tirst SBt team developed a technical library for Edge Technology, a
system for saving and referring to pertinent articles from trade journals.
Last month, Wikander asked a second feam. MBA candidates Lou
fngalsbe and Chuck FISher (shown above with Wikander), to come up with
a model at the message networks and how they operate and Interface, so
the company would know what to produce and where to sell it. "There
have been so many changes in the marketplace, with the deregulation of
networl< carriers," said Wlkander. "In this industry you have to keep on the
tips of your toes." SBI may be helping Edge Technology not only 10 stay
current, but also to grow.

MidWitery may be an unlikely
activity in PSU's School of Bus!ness
Administration, but it describes well
the task of the Small Business
Institute.
"OUr students are tike midwives for
people about to cut the umbifical
cord from their emptoyers and start
their own businesses, " said Vern
Sumner. instructor in the Small
Business Institute.
For college credit, students in the
SBI P<OQram assist local
entrepreneurs as they launch •
business, expand their operations. or
simply fry to keep their heads above
water. It is an almost intimate
involvement between the business
majors and their clients, a
relationship that benefits both.
The Small Businass InstiMe.
established at POftiand Stale In t 968
and ooe of 400 such programs

across the naOOn, meets a
community need that the Small
Business Administration can't fulty
address. Funded in part by the SBA.
the SBI program also gives students
the chance to use their academic
and casework skills to solve actual
problemlS in the business world they
plan to enter_
This term, students are woridng
with a forty·year old men's clothing
business, a food cooperative, a wood
stove outlet and a mink oil
manufacturer. among other
businesses. About 8-10 firms are
helped each term by anywhere from
ten to twenty students, said Sumnar.
Clients seeking the free services of
the Small Business Institute may
have been referred by the SSA. but
often they learn of the program
through word of mouth or call the
School ot Business to ask tor
assistance. SBI doesnl solicit clients
with advertising. said Sumner, who
screens the requests and matches
students to clients.
Students, who are seniors or
excepdonal Juniors. spend the IIrst
term tact-finding, obseIVing the
business, interviewing pe;sonnel.
and carrying out diagnostic tests,
much like a physician. "They go into
the business with their eyes open ,
their ears tuned, and their smellers
WOrking," exp'ained SUmner.
Clients are a bit apprehensive at
the outset. noted Sumner. "They're
exposing their businesses, which are
extensions of their personal selves.,.
he said. "We stress confidentiailty
and P<Olect a high degree of
professionalism at the outset, but it
can still be unnerving." The
discomfort wanes as they gain
rapport with the student consultants
and begin to get useful informaUon
from them. said Sumnar.

Cutting through the symptoms and
getting down to the underlying
problems of a business, the students
pinpoint severa! concerns and then
recommend oost-effective solutions.
At this point, the client is free to
proceed as he wishes, and about
one--third of the time the students are
asked bael< for a second term to help
implement the chosen plan of action.
Siudents can spend up to three
terms seeing one business through
its crisis.
Students quickly leam from their
exposure to the world of the
entrepreneur that most businasses
lail because 01 poor managerial
techniques rather than bad economic
conditions. said Sumner. Surviving in
business takes more than having a
good idea. "Usually the market Is
there, but the problem is getting the
p<oouct to the market and doing it
consistently." he noted.
Many of tile SBI clients are
"professionals in their own right, but
haven't graduated from a business
school:' said the instructor. who is
an entrepreneur himself. The S81
p<ogram brings the academic
experience of the students to the
small businessman, but aiso oHers
coursework in small bUsiness
management. About one-third of '
Sumners students in Management
409 are businesspersons seeldng
some of the academic basics they
might have missed while pursuing
other disciplines.
Sumner has joined the business
world to academia in his own career.
He came to PSU lasl year after
twenty years with Jacuzzi Brothers,
where he was a regional manager. "I
was so involved with small
businesses, t te~ sympathetic toward
peopfe getting started in the
adventure of business." Students
draw on Sumner's practicaJ
experience, their own fresh exposure
to academics, and the expertise of
buSiness school faculty while otfering
their valuable seNloe to the Portland
community.
"We're in a Win-Win situation,"
remarked Sumner. "The client comes
out with positive, objective viewpoints
and the students come back with a
bener idea of how they can
realistically utilize their skills in the
business World."

GET CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Alumni Bl'nl'flh (.ud

229·4948
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Courtesy appointments bring talent to campus
James DePreist
One of the many bonds linking
PSU with the surrounding community
is the harmoniOus partnership PSU
has enjoyed with James DePreist
since 1980, beginning soon aher he
was named resident conductor of the
Oregon Symphony Orchestra.
When Or. John Trudeau, dean of
PSU's new School 01 Pertorming
Arts, asked DePreisl if he would
continue the artistic collaboration
PSU musicians formerly enjoyed with
DePreist's predecessor, Lawrence
Smith (BS '57), DePreist readily
assented. Recalling the interchange
recently, he remarked , "\ think that
overture immediately told me there
was a university that was accessible
which felt the necessity - and the
responsibility, indeed - to be
connected with the professional
performing arts organizations."
PSU 's connections in this realm
are many, but few are as visible as
the musical partnership which
flourishes whenever the busy
symphony conductor is able to come
to the PSU campus several times
each year. To give life to his
courtesy appointment to the laculty,
he presktes during rounds of
rehearsals with the PSU Sinlonietta
and the PSU Chamber Choir. Some
rehearsals are thrown open to
students and members of the publlc
DePreist thinks the informality of
the open rehearsal is an important

James DePrellt Jed 8 rehursal with the
PSU Chllmber Choir lut month.

part 01 the educational process: "A
university setting lends Itself to ....
discovery in a variety of ways," he
noted. These rehearsals permit
people - regardless of their musical
training - to "leisurely eavesdrop"

on the music-making process.
"Uncoln Hall is small enough so
that my comments to them, as we
begin the work and stop and start
again, are perceivable by anyone
there." The process allows everyone,
he continued, "to recognize that
music is a communicative art that
involves human beings making it. We
are so often distanced from the
creators and from the performers,"
he lamented. Due to the current
proliferation and broadcast of
musical recordings, "music has a
tendency in this society to become
'audio wallpaper... '
DePreist's chief regret is that there
aren't more times during the year
when he can stage open rehearsals
on campus. Beyond his work with
the Oregon Symphony, his
demanding schedule regularly takes
him as guest conductor to the
orchestras of Helsinki, Stockholm,
Israel, and also to Toronto, where
after seven years at the podium, he
currently is in his next-Io-last season
as music director.
Nevertheless, DePreist places
great value on his work with PSU
musicians, considering it a logical
extenskm of his guest conducting
proficiency. In DePreist's mind, the
goals of professional musicians and
university musicians are much the
same: " ... to render as faithfully as
possible the music, with the highest
degree of individual musicianship."
Happily enough, conducting open
rehearsals at PSU proves to be an
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area of rehabilitation medicine, such
as nursing or physicallherapy.
Others may just be interested in
taking a look at the field , he says.
But three or four student~ per year.
he estimates, "come through the
whole program" and do internships
with the VA, in order to obtain the
proficiency necessary to pass the
national certification examination for
corrective therapists.
The internship approach works,
says Dr. King. "A number of the PSU
graduates of our program are
currently working in VA hospitals. As
a maHer of fact. J have one of them
working in our hospital here, at the
Vancouver Division, and some are
working in the private sector."
Dr. King, on the VA staff for the
past 19 years, currently fields a staff
of some 30 professionals, including
four certified corrective therapists
who hold master's degrees.
Represented in King's division aTe
patients "who have spinal cord
injuries, are paraplegics,
quadraplegis, amputees, those who
have had strokes, traumatic brain
injuries. significant arthritis, and a
number of other greatly disabling
problems of this nature," according
to Dr. King.
Student internships at the VA

enriching experience for DePreist as
well. "Very often, " he says, "it's the
questions asked in the course of
these sessions that are more
iT)'lportant than the answers found at
the session itself. It stimulates
thinking about how to achieve a goal
that may perhaps be unattainable
within the context of that rehearsal.
And ," he added with. a smile, "in the
course of the contact with students,
you always learn from them."
But the driving lorce behind
DePreist's desire to work with PSU
music students, and the quality he
hopes is transmitted to them, is a
passionale interest in music-making.
It is this quality which, by his own
admission, has inspired DePreist's
career in music. It is a trait he first
admired in his high school Englislt
teacher's consuming love of
Shakespeare. and in the man who
headed high school music
departments during the 1950's In
Philadelphia, where young DePreist
grew up.
" It's the paSSionate commitment to
your work - whether it's
architecture, scenic design or
microbiology - that is perceivable
and palpable by those around you,"
DePreist emphaSized, "and you
beCome a catalyst. "
" Ithinf\ that is \he bestth~t can be
hoped of any of us, that we become
catalysts in our field , and that what
we do can touch others in a way that
makes them want to join the
procession."
Dr. King diacu.... _
of ptullc
_
with former PSU Intern Stephanie
Ritzert . . patient Fronk Ullie Iooko on.
Rlt%ert II now 8 certified corrective theraplat and It lit Involved wtth the VA

Dr. Philip King
Another cooperative venture
between PSU and the community
involves a small group of top
students Irom PSU's School 01
Health and Physical Education (HPE)
and the Veterans Administration
medical cenlers in Portland and
Vancouver. For three years, students
have completed their "clinical
affiliations" in the VA's Rehabilitation
Medicine Service under the
supervision of Dr. Philip King,
director.
PSU's VA interns, each seeking a
degree of professionalism and a
better understanding of the many
problems of the disabled, are
selected from students taking HPE
classes in neurology and pathology
which are taught on the PSU
campus by Dr. King .
Dr. King , who serves a courtesy
appointment on the PSU laculty, Is
no stranger to the Park Blocks
campus. He attended the old lincoln
High School during the late 30's and
early 40's before it became lincoln
Hall on the PSU campus. Also, his
daughter, Nancy Elizabeth King (BS
78) was graduated with a degree in
psychology.
Typically about hall 01 Dr. King's
classroom students are working
toward career goals involving some

by Cltff JohMon

Medical Center.

Medical Center usually extend over a
two-month period, on a five day a
week basis, and the PSU students
" are actually participating very
actively in the treatment programs,
under the direct supervision of our
registered therapists," reports Dr.
King . With most of the classroom
lecture material already behind them,
" the primary thing they get here is
the practical, hands-on experience of
working with patients," he

emphasizes. "We have a very full
caseload , and there's plenty for them
to be busy with here."
Bearing name-tags identifying
them as "Corrective Therapy
Trainees," as they circulate in the
building, they begin occupying a
unique niche in patient care.
Although Dr. King Irankly admits that
his normal staff could handle the
case load if no PSU interns were
around to help, he leels something
tangible would be missing without
them.
"The work would lose a lot of the
fun that it has now, because we find
that educating and teaching is very
stimulating to us personally.
Answering questions and anticlpallng
questions keeps us on our toes. The
amount of time that we spend In
preparing and training students is
compensated for by the amount of
time that PSU students save us
during some of their interactions with
patients."
" It's certainly very interesting to
have them up here," he concludes.
"We enjoy them,"

Vanport

RonIId N , Cap"n ('68) is Tax Manager at
the CPAllaw firm of F. Reid Nathan, lid., in
Phoenix, Ariz. He lives in Tempe.

Franels R. Burke (Vanpon) has b&en retired
IOf five years and lives in Prineville, Oregon.
John l. Newell (Vanport) is a filbert farmer in
Newberg. He worto:ed previously in heavy
equipment sales, and has been married to
E.... Keeney Newell. who was also a
Vanport student, for 32 years.
William G. Walker ('46) retired from his
position as electrical engineer with BonneviUe
Power Administration on Oc1Ober 1, 1982. He
and his wife Lucille. who also retired last year.
live in Portland.

50's
Stephen Walker ('59) was elected to a
second term In 1982 as Multnomah County
District Court judge, a position held for lour
years. He and his wife Gloria have three
children.

60's
...... Armas ('69 MSW) has been named
Administrator for Juvenile Programs In
Oregon's Children's Servic9s Division. Armas
wor1<ecI in eSD for six years and then headed
the Community Counseling Center in Salem
for three years. For the past lOUt years, he
has sef\IfId as directof 01 the Oregon Youth
Care Cenler Association, an alUance 01 20
programs in !he state.
JIm ~ ('62) has been named
manager of financial planning and forecasting
lor Portland General Electric Co. He has been
employed by PGE since 1962, and was most
recenlly manager of corporate accounting.

Jacob Clifton ('67) Is a partner in a
Eugene-based regional law finn specializing In
business. litigation and related corporate legal
services. Ctifton received his law degree from
the University of Oregon In 1974 and recelved
an adVanced degree in taxation law from New
York University In 1975. He was previously In
. private practice in Eugene.
Dr. RONIIcI Dexter (,65, '71 MSn is the
principal at Camas High School in
Washington. He was formerly assist8llt
pOndpaI at Sprague High School in Salem for
one year, and prior 10 !hal Salem district·s
coordinatOf for health, physical education and
athletics. He has held administrative positionS
in Madison and Uncaln High Schools In
Portland. Dexter obtained his educational
doctorate at Oregon State University.
John G. Ellis ('65) and his wife, Mila, recently
toc* a cruIse aboard the new Chinese ship
MJV Yao Hua, which plies the Chinese coast
and !he Yangtze River. Ellis is a travel agent
in Portland and felt the trip was a rich learning
experience.

TImothy Ernerict(-Cayton ('69) is mln/slltr at
Rrst Presbyterian Church, San Anselmo, Calif.
He fonnerly served with the Peace Corps,
took law degrees at the University of Paris
and at George Washington University In
Washington, D.C., before entering the
ministry.
Betty HIli ('62) is the new ~brarian at NaseUe
High School, Naselle, Wash. She is the author
of a classroom text entitled State SUrvfvll
SerIa. and fonnefty taught at Columbia
Elementary School in Portland.

JudIth K. ttot.r (,61), president of Meier &
Frank Co. for 17 months. has been appointed
president of the May Co. in California,
effective March 1. Hofer started as a trainee at
Meier & Frank following her graduation from

~~% J.;/::::~d.~e;' '63
Sharon C. Andrus, '65

~r:s~en~le.

'64

John E. Barham, '63
Leota K. Beach, '64

=::dCC.~ :~~5
Robert lo Boring, '63
Bill R. Bork, '65
John M . Bucklin, '61
Gertrude M. Busch, '61
John E. Chaney, '63
Joann Christensen, '65
Sandra J. Coles, '62
Marion T. Cruckshank, '63
Charles H. Cusick, '63
Nadine M. Dempsey, '65

~~dFO~~" 6'

Louann M. Duchesneau, '61
Michael Falkenstein, '61
CoIinette J. Fenander. '64
Ulrike J. Fontane, '65
David w. Ford. '62
Patsy A. Foulk, '65
lillie M. Fullerton, '62
Gary L Ganske, '65
Wayne E. Garber, '62

~G~~65

linda J. Halstead, '63
David J. Hanna, '62
Sherry H. Hanson. '63
Norma D. Helstrom, '64
James R. Hoover, '65
Glenn A. Houston, '65
Anita M. tvory, '64
Aoben W. Kerth, '63
Shirley Keith,'65

~a~. LKj=~~62
Roger A. Kom, '65
Larry W. Kramer, '65
Erik F. ladoe, '61
Kevin B. Lake, '61
Andrew P. Lalande, '61
Kenneth R. Landgraver II, '63

~::~. t~~,~ '63
Edward lo Lenenmaier. '62
Clara M. lInder. '62
Rudo<ph 1Jppert, '62
David A. Long, '62
Mary K. Louie, '65
Kenneth A. LoveaU. '62
Janet B. Lutz. '63
James R. Magnuson, '64
Robert E. Martin. '65
Ralph D. Martinson, '61
Virginia B. Matich, '64
Dennis C. Murphy, '64
AncII K. Nanoe, '64
Ronald B. Nelson, '61

Beverly A. Neufer, '65
Albert A. Norman, '65
Unda K. Patecky, '64
Margery M. Paterson, '63
Andrew H. Payne, '64
Sandra S. Peters. '62
Anthony Pizzuti, '64
William H. Randolph, '64
Robert lo Ransom. '63
Charlotte J. Richards, '65
Merlyn N. Richmond, '63
David M. Ripley, '64
David T. Saunders, '63
carollo Schnoor, '65
Ronald lo Scott, '64
Ian S. Shaw, '61
Anne Sinclair, '65
Doug Smi!h, '65
Teresa E. Steinman, '65
W~liam

M. Tatlam, '64

Alice A. Tobin, '64
Joseph F. Vogl, '63
Gerald G. Waud, '61
Kathleen D. Wells. '62
Ronald G, Wells, '62
Wayne Wenzel, '64
Helen D. Williams, '64
Wallace G. Williams, '62

:~~~ ~:'~' '63
Sue Ann Woodson , '65
Veu·Bun Vee, '63
Mershall J. YOlXlgbluth, '63

tf you find any of these people, please call us or ask them to call the PSU

Alumni Office: (503) 2211-4948,

Steve W, Jonas ('66) is a retired USAF Major
(1981), and presently 0WfI8( of an ~ auto
hospital" in HermIston - a body shop and
complete old car restoration center.
Joan L Lanct.u ('69 MS) is the new principal
at Monticello Middle School, Longview, Wash.

Joel Lewton ('69) was recently awarded a
Master of Sacred Theology degree by the
University of Dubuque Theologk:al Semi'1ary
in Iowa. Lewton cooently wor1<s with Native
Americans through Yakima Valley Christian
Ministry.
Tom M.son (,67, '69 MS), an associate in the
law firm of O'Donnell, Sullivan and Ramls in
Portland, has served in the Oregon House of
Representatives fOf two terms, part of that
time as chainnan of the Hoose Judiciary
Committee. He has also served as a member
01 the Elections and Reapportionment
Committee and a cost-cutting stJb-committee
for Oregon's Commission on Judicial Brancn.
Mason received his law degree from Lewis &
Clark. His wife, Renee Bryant Mason, will be
entltring the practice of law this fall.
Jean F, Newcomb ('64) Is a psychotherapist
and clinical social worX9f In private practice, in
association with Paciftc Northwest Psychiatric
Clinic, Portland.
JKlne R. Owen ('69), who resldes in
Portland, has been a prindpal at Lynch
MeadooNs Elementary School si'Ice Juty, 1982.
L " L Shockey ('61) Is a teacher of
talented and gifted students, and seventh and
eighth grade science In Sandy, Ore. tn her
spare time, she raJ5es pinto horses and enjoys

=:

skiing, hik'f9' riding ~

Floyd T. Smith ('66) is Director of News
Bureau and Publications lor Northwest Natural
Gas Co, In Portland.
Don Suloff ('69), who now resides in
Rockville, Maryland, received his Master's
degree in Public Administration in June 1982.
He Is now convnanding the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ship
Whiting and conducting hydrographic surveys
of the U.S. east coast and Great Lakes areas.

Lost:
Ume Aaben, '63
Sergei K. Aalto, '64

PSU . Sales volumes and profits lor the
Portland department store have increased
dramatically during her tenure as president.
and parent axnpany May Department Stores
Co. hopes she can do the same !of its other
subSidiary.

Roger A. Upham ('61) has been named \ice
president and Ireasurltr of Parr Lumber
Company, Portland. Formerty, he had been
oontroll9f of the firm since 19n.
Vietor Walker (,66), who resides in
Beaverton, retired from the Oregon Dept. of
Reveflue n December 1978. He says he's
been working hard en;oy+ng himself since.

70's
Dick Adamek ('10) recently purchased the
Glisan Street Tavem in NE Portland. He Is
also active in the alumni organization of Tau
Kappa Epsilon at PSU.
Jeanne l Arbow ('79) is employed by Emst &
Whinney, a Portland CPA firm . She was
recently promoted to Tax Manager and, to
celebrate, took a vacation to Greece, Israel,
Egypt and Tumey.
Blruta N. Bachofuet (,72) Is department
manager al T e+<tronbc in Beaverton, where she
has wo~ed since 1978. Previously she taught
junior high school for 6 years.
Arwyn WII,. Blimn ('74) is pre5er1t1y
Director of Finance for Vern Barnes
Construction Co. In Gresham. She also serves
on the budge! committee for Gresham City
Council, and is a member of the Royal
Rosarlans and the Portland Rose SocIety.

a.n.,.

John
('72) has joined the KVAL, Ch.
13 (Eugene) staff as a weekend newscaster.
Bartels co-owned the North Coast TImes
Eagle newspaper in Tillamook for a year and
8 half, and did media and political consulting
for public service groups and political figures
in Portland.
Wllllaim A. Bowling (79) resides in LA. and
was the location manager for the film Modem
Problems and various TV sitcoms. Bowling Is
a graduate of PSU's Center for the Moving
Image.
Pernelai Bridgehouae ('74) leaches music at
elementary schoots in Monitor and Scotts
Mills. Oregon, southeast of Woodburn. She
and her husband, Fred, ara active volUnteer
firefighters. Tiley have two children, Paul. 7,
and Janet 2.

SKI WITH ALUMNI
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Cindy Clllls (77) is the chairwoman 01 me
Tri-County AdvIsory Committee on the
Disabled, and director of handicapped student
services at PSU. She recently addressed
Portland CIty Council, IrIc:luding Mayor
Ivanels, to ~te access for handicapped
10 public bYildings.
Christopher cayton (76) is director of a new
language school In 51. GermairHlrl·Laye, a
suburb of Paris, France, He ClJrrElrltly is
pursuing a Ph,D. al the UrWversity of Paris, He
and his wife are expecting their first child in
April.
Penny Crislip. R.N. ('77) has been named the
new operating supervisor at Tuality
Community Hospital, Hillsboro, She was
previously a staff member at Providence
Hospilal in Portland, where she was evening
supervisor 01 the opefating room, supervisor of
centra! supply, and a member of the open
heart team. At Tuality, CrIslip coordinates
surgical seMces, and Is responsible for
post·anesthetic recovery and the centra! sterile
departments.
ThorMa A. Cunningham ('14) has joined
OSU's Extension Service as the new area
energy agent serving Coos. Curry, West
Douglas, West lane and UncoIn countias.
Cunningham has been an energy
management spedalist with APTECH
Engineers & Consultants in Salem, an
instructor of solar technology at Portland and
Chemeketa Con'vnunity coUeges. director of
the Yamhill County Energy Office and handled
design, sales and installation of solar systems
for W.C. Brown & Associates in Portland.
SIfien Do.. ('79) resides in Portland and Is
a staff accountant at White Stag. He resumed
his schooling at PSU fall term.
Ir.ne Ellicott (79 MS) and her husband own
and run the Easy Street Clothing Co. In Lake
Oswego. Ellicott combines teaching seminars
in human sexuality with merchandising,
enjoying her rote as a retailer-therapist,
Karl G. Engert (70 MS) is teaching
electronics at East Los Angeles CoItege,
Formerty a senior electronics engineer, hIs
main interests are logic circuits and
microprocessors.
NorITlllf'l G, Fosback ('10) Is president and
editor of an Investor's newsletter, "Fosback's
Market logk:," in Ft. lauderdaHt, Aa. He
recently appeared on ~Wall Street Week," a
public: broadcasting weeldy show, providing
advice for small investors.

contInu.d on p, 10
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Alcena Boozer:

One foot in the world,
and one in the church

by Maureen Mackey

She sits in the small church office ,
a closet full of vestments behind her
an ancient typewriter on the desk
beside. 8.he is dressed completely in
black, reheved only by a white collar
and the warm smile that lights her
face.
This is Deacon Alcena Boozer of
St. Philip the Deacon Episcopal '
Church in North Portland. But there
is another Alcena Boozer, a
I

vice-princ::ipal at Portland's Grant
High 5ch,ocl, in charge of counseling
and sharing responsibility for the
discipline of the students. To fulfill
both roles she works seven days a
week, and often evenings as well .
. " I have no problem being
bl-vocational," said Boozer (MA '74)
who also is on the PSU Alumni
•
Scholarships committee. " It
enhances my ability to administer to
people. My skills and training as an
educator are applicable to the
church ."
.
The road Boozer, 44, took to get
where she is today was not an easy
one. It started when she was an
undergraduate at PSU in the late
1950's.
In those pre-Civil Rights Movement
days al Portland SIal.. College, black
people were aU but unknown on the
tiny , young campus. "You couldn't
not feel a sense of discrimination at
the time in the Northwest or the
country," she recalls. " You realized
you were alone. I could go all day in
my cl~sses .without seeing another
mInority member."
That drew the black students who
were on campus together, she said.
and they used to meet and talk. "We
debated a lot on what was the role of
the minority person, the
responsibilities ," she said. " By the
time I was a sophomore I began to
sense that there were dues to be
paid to the community by those who
had an education."
It was a while, though, before she
was able to make those payments.
She dropped out of school in 1960 to
marry James Boozer, intending to
return shortly to finish her degree.
She became ill briefly, and then the
couple had two sons, a year apart,
both born with handicaps. The elder,
Bentley, was diagnosed autistic the
same week infant Clark went into the
hospital for surgery to save his sight.
Clark's eyes were afflicted with
bilateral glaucoma. The operation
preserved the vision of one eye.

lOIN
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~nF= Boozer ('74 MA) brings communion to nursing home resident

do:::

ottter .h~'::':r:v:r':"."::~ words before she must be off to see 8 hIIH

Boozer recalls she was
"ove.rwhelmed" at that time, and

~~:s~~g ~~~1~~~~V:~; ~~erl~I'
realized it was part of the toughening
process," she said. Handling the
difficult behavior of her autistic child
prepared her for anything she could
encounter as a counselor, she
added.
It was a decade later before she
finished her degree, through a
teacher education program run in
Portland by Oregon State University.
In 1970 she earned her bachelor's
degree in social studies education
from OSU, and was hired as a
teacher at Grant High, after having
served there as an intern the
previous year.
She returned to PSU to complete
a masters program in counseling in
1974, enabling her to become a
counselor at Grant. Then in 1980
she went back again for certification
in educational administration,
n.eces~'Y for her appointment as
vlce-pnnclpal.
It was also during the seventies
that her religious vocation began to
surface. Her call to the church was
latent during most of her life, she
says, mainly because of
circumstances. "As a youngster
growing up it was just suppressed ..
said Boozer, since at that time
'
women were not accepted as clergy
in the Episcopal Church.
" Once you perceive a call you find
out it has been in the process a long
time," she said . " I started
recognizing it when I became
concerned about how the sick and
elderly would receive the

sacrament." Her concern was
heightened by the small number of
clergy at ber church, who had to

Last Thanksgiving the parish
worked on providing a holiday meal
to t~e .Burnside community. The
parishioners realized that many
people might be reluctant to enter a
church, even-tor,food, said Boozer,
~o they decided to package the meal
In containers and bring it to the
people directly.
"It made a marked impact on the
volunteers to see someone about to
eat from a garbage can, and offer
them a full dinner with all the
~
trimmings," she said.
There are times when both of her
vocations frustrate her, the poor
whose numbers never diminish the
students who seem bent on
'
setf-destruction despite her
counseling. "But I keep working,"
she said. " Maybe I'm hard-headed.
But you never know when it does
work."
She was heartened recently by a
visit from a former student of whom
she once despaired. certain he
would wind up in jailor worse. Not
only was he doing well, but he
thanked her for her help years
earlier.
There is a dilemma in her own
mind, she says, which she works 10
solve: "NT! I a preacher who

A quiet commitment to serve . ..
schedule visiting the homebound in
with their other duties.
She became a lay reader, reading
the texts to the congregation on
Sundays, to explore her vocation. " I
had to test out in my mind if I was
really ~oing it for the right reason,"
she said. "If I was doing it only
because it was a novelty for females,
that would be the wrong reason." In
1976 she began training for the
deaconate, a position ranking just
below a priest's in the Episcopal
Church. She was ordained a deacon
in 1979.
Her assignment was to St. Philip's,
the church in which she was
baptized, married, and saw her own
children baptized. For a year she
served as interim rector until the
Rev. Ramsey Schadewitz arrived .
Also at SI. Philip's she has quietly
developed a new ministry for the
church, collecting food for the
transient people who gather under
the bridges and in the doorways of
Burnside Avenue.
All the parishioners contribute to
the food drives, she said. " People
here understand that whatever they
have, they must share, " says Boozer
of the 200 families and individuals on
the parish rolls . " In lieu of floral
displays on Christmas and other high
feast days, we gather food."

teaches, or a teacher who preaches?
That's how I see Ihe deaconate one
foot in the world, and one in 1m;
church."
.
Black clergy are slill in the minority
in the Episcopal ChurCh, which
concerns Boozer. She serves an a
national commiHee to recruit more
black priests and deacons. Currently
she said, there are only 350 black '
clergy in the church, over half of
whom are 45 years of age or older.
In Ihe past five years since women
have been ordained to the
priesthood, she added, out of 500
only 84 have been black.
Boo:zer is now considering entering
the priesthood herself. Doing so
would mean temporarily moving from
her neighborhood and Portland - for
the first time in her life. The thought
does not perturb her.
"As I get older I realize that the
only thing constant about life is
change," she said.

Maureen Mackey ;s
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Providing a home for
Portland's ethnic arts
by Eltubeth Coonrod

Sue Busby (,66), director of a new
community cultural center in
Portland, attributes her current
involvement to the quality of life at
PSU during the early sixties.
"Those were the days when on the
way to your English class you heard
that Martin Luther King was dead,
and on the way to Anthropology you

heard JFK had been shol.
Busby was part of "the Joe Uris

group - always having to do
something about things that were
going on," Now, " all of us from that

group are involved in some type of
community activity," she said.
Because PSU was a city school.

most students had to work and were
involved in the community, making
them "more aware." Busby and
another student started the first
Black Student Union at PSU.
Now, fifteen years later, she is
directly involved in an innovative
community project. The new
Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center,
at 5340 N. Interstate Avenue , is a
part of the Park Bureau's renovation
of historic sites and conversion of old
firehouses. Sue Busby, as director,
together with an eleven-member
policy board, will provide the first

Remodeling of the old firehouse
was completed in November, about
the same time Busby became
Director. She immediately handled
the Preview Opening for the
handsome structure of brick, wood
and glass. The Center was used by
the Toy and Joy Makers during
December, while Busby spent that
month planning for the first year's
activities.
"Six months got booked up in one
month," she said. "I'm afraid 1983
will be gone by January." These
bookings include many classes and
workshops for the community, in
dance, painting, singing, exercise,
photography, and writing , as well as
special senior citizen classes and
parent-child reading hours.
Busby is enthusiastic about
providing cultural experiences thai
reflect the rich ethnic diversity of the
Portland area. She has engaged only
professional instructors for classes,
so the community will receive "the
best possible instruction." In the
future, amateur instructors may be
added under the guidance of
professionals. Since the firehouse
building is now accessible for the
physically handicapped, Busby

.. .and a visible community venture
culturally-focused center in
North/Northeast Portland. It is a
community-based facility designed to
showcase the performing, literary
and visual arts.

envisions programs presented by the
handicapped or senior citizens.
The Center also includes a
11 O-seat theater. During the first
quarter, Young Audiences (a group

Director Sue Busby ('66) joins dance Instructor Tomlko Yamazaki In the studio at
the Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center, Portland's first center for ethnic arts.

including mimes, musicians and
other artists) will perform for seven
different grade schools within walking
distance of the Center. January was
given an Asian theme and was
highlighted by a program of Filipino
slick·fighting and Japanese dance.
Late in t 983, Portland's Mark Allen
players will be presented .
A Federal "Innovative" Grant will
subsidize the first year (including
renovation) . After that, Busby
expects the center to pay its own
way. In fact, "the theater itself will
make us self-sustaining," Busby
noted.
Busby attended PSU for five
years, "until they asked me to
leave." She then spent a few months
in California and returned to Oregon
as Assistant Director of PSU's •
Northeast Education Center. A
storefront on NE Union Avenue, the
Center provided adult education and
basic college courses that were
transferable. Busby handled this
project from scratch.
At the same time, in 1966, she
completed her B.A. in General
Humanities at PSU. Once the Center
was running smoothly (it continued to
operate for four years), she rece{ved
an offer from the University of ~
Califomia at Berkeley to start a
program for community and
correspondence courses. During her
five years at Berkeley, she "sent
classes all over the world, " including
to Vietnam servicemen.
Busby returned to Oregon in 1975
and entered the corporate sales field.
She spent one year with Xerox and
five years with Pitney·80wes. "The
training that an individual gets from
the corporate environment is
invaluable," she says, and calls that
training her "grad degree." She
especially appreciates the "marketing
ability to present myself" that she
gained from corporate sales. After
six years Busby was " ready to leave,
because my whole makeup is
involved in initiating things."
Now that she is again in a position
to "gef things going," Busby is
excited at the prospect of fulfilling
some personal goals. Her hands
animatedly tracing circles while she
talks, she plucks Portland 's many
ethnic groups out of the air and
shapes them into a new mass, which
she calls "world peace," This
scenario of cultural harmony is the
real purpose of the Interstate
Firehouse Cultural Center, Busby
believes, as it is a passion in her
own life.

New logo
by
PSU student

cre~ted

IFCC
PSU and the Interstafe Firehouse
Cultural Center have joined hands in
the creation of a business logo for
the new center, directed by PSU
alum Sue Busby ('66).
PSU's art department has a
reputation for doing design work for
local groups, such as DEQ, the Zoo
and OMS I. Professor Lou Ocepek
coordinates the projects, which are
assigned to his Advanced Graphics
Design classes.
Twenty talented students from last
fall's class came up with designs,
and the board found selection to be
difficult. But Prof. Ocepek said, " I
gave them all A's for their projects."
The winner, Pennie Humphreys,
whose design is shown here,
received a $100 certificate for art
supplies from the IFCC board.
Humphreys' design features a
stage with spotlights forming a star,
enclosed in an arched frame that
seems to be imparting cultural rays
to the community. Busby said she
COUldn't find a better explanation of
the center's purpose.

USE PSU LIBRARY
4.lumm Benehts Card

229-4948
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Hubbard sees more active role for foundation
When Portland State initiated its
first Alumni Fund drive four years
ago, the very first check to arrive at
the University was from the Howard
Hubbard family, in the name of son
Steven ('74), a CPA in Sacramento,
It was not the first direct involvement
by Howard Hubbard with PSU and
certainly not the last.
.
This year, Hubbard beginS a term
as President of the Portland State
Foundation. He's been a member of
the Foundation Board of Directors
since 1979.
Hubbard is President of
Washington Federal Savings and
Loan in Hillsboro and had been
President of Equitable Savings in
Portland. He says that as a
businessman in Portland he made
frequent use of the PSU library and
ohen was asked to speak with
various classes in the School of
Business.
" PSU really seeks out and
develops a good relationship with
you " he said, so that when he was
t~ for service on the University's
Foundation Board , "it was kind of
like being brought into the family. "
PSU is not Hubbard's only
community activity. He is a member
of the Board of Regents of Pacific
Lutheran University, and has served
on the Board of Directors of the
Portland Chamber of Commerce,
United Way , the Oregon Symphony,
and Cascade Natural Gas.
Hubbard says he hopes to see the
PSU Foundation play an increasingly
active role on behalf of the
University. Last month he appeared

Alumni Notes
continued from p. 7

Mtty (Kay) GaJlowlch (78) leaches English as
a Second Language in Crested Butte, Cob.
BeverIV GlMtder, (74 MST) became the first
woman principal at Aloha High School lasl
year. She had previously S8f\1ed as curriculum
vice principal at AJoha.
Robert G. Grtguhn (,76) married Diane N.
Wltiams (who attended PSU and is a
graduate 01 MI. Hood Community College, 0f1
August 28 at Jenkins Estate near AlOha.

lM. L Grooman (78) teaches fourth grade
at Hopkins Elementary School In Sherwood,

OR.
HaleI tt.V. (73, 74 MS) was elected
president of the Porttand branch of the
National Associaliorl for the Adv8l1cement 01
Colored People, 0f1 December 12. Hays, age
63. has been serving as chairwoman of the
State Board of Parole since t979. She says
she has been a oontinuous member oflhe
NAACP since she was 17, and she hopes to
assist the organization in developing more
locus.

AnMbetIt Jarwnilio (71, '74 MS) was
recently elected president 01 National [mage,
Inc., a national Hispanic organization whose
primary ob;ective Is the increased employment
01 Hispanics in pubic and private sectors.
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before a State Board of Higher
Education committee regarding the
treatment of Portland State in a
proposed " Strategic Plan for Higher
Education."
His remarks, widely quoted in the
news media, characterized the
proposed plan as " unnecessarily
limiting" .on Portland State. " The
plan," he told State Board members,
" seems more a reflection of the
status quo - a plan for no change
rather than change."
He criticized the proposal's
characterization of PSU as a
"comprehensive university" with no
reference to research. " Put yourself
~ in Portland and read the definition
&- again," he said. "We know what it
~ means. It means, 'Don't set your

_ " - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J

Foundation pre,kfent Howard Hubbard te,t"led before the State Board at a public
hearing on a proposed strategic plan for higher educaUon, saying the plan ,tifles
PSU's growth.

The Portland State Foundation is incorporated as a nonprofit
organization in Oregon and its purpose is to support the de~elopment of
Portland State. The forty foundation directors represent a Wide range of
community interests and backgrounds. Included among them are several
who have graduated or have attended classes at Portland State. They
include:

David Belles (,60), First Interstate Bank

Earl Wantland, Tektronix
Mike Asher, U.S. Air Force
Ilomam Nicol ('~). Easy Bar. Inc.
Freddy. Petett ('73) , Urban League of Portland
Wallace Phillips, Jr., Amfac Foods .
.
Kay Toran ('70), State AffirmatIve ActIon OffIcer
Gerry cameron (,62) . U.S, National Bank of Oregon

Phlll.., Klmpoor (79) is an artist, whose
abstract works were featured in the
Metropolitan SeMce District offices (above
PSU Bookstore) [ast year.
Greg Kingman ('70) runs Kingman
Construction Co., in Southwest Portland. doing
commercial W()fi(, lncIudi"lg remoclefing and
cabinetry,
Rodney It... lee (70. '74) married Lorraine C.
Kellow on Oct. 10 at the First United
Methodist Church in Beaverlon. with reception
IoIIowing at the Jenkins Estate.
MIchMI Andrew Lullch (78) married
Elizabeth Jane Eml. . ('82) on Dec. 4 at 51.
Steptlen's Episoopai Church in Portland. They
honeymooned on the Islands 01 SI. Thomas
and SI. Croix.
Bill ",1., ('72 MA) lives in Aloha, Ore. and is
the principal of Terre Unda Elementary
School. He was previously principal lor William
Walker Elementary and lor the now-closed
Bonny Slope Elementary Schoot. He taught
from 1968 to t 972 In the BeaV8f1Of1 school
district.
ThornIIs E. Mattln ('75) is an assistant
principal at Pralrie High School in Battle
Ground, Wash. His wile Doris is a lirst-grade
teacher, his son, Tom Martin, Jr. (,81) is a
2nd year law student at Wdlamette University,
and his daughter Kathleen Is a junior at PSU.
Daryl C. McCoy ('76) is involved with deta
processing. having earned his COP
certification in May, t98t . He was married in
1982 and Itves in Portland.

Stephen TImothy Mimnaugh ('74) married

Carol Diane Scaggs on Dec. 3 in the Oaks
Pioneer Church, Portland. Carol Is a graduate
01 PCC and Stephen received his law degree
from Lewis & Clark. They reside in Beaverton.
Thoma J. Monaco (71) married Frances
Burges-Silva 0f1 Nov. 20 at Oaks Pioneer
Church In Portland.
Mark Nettendorl ('78) [s a teacher and girls'
basketball coach at Glencoe High Schoo[ in
Hi[\sbo(o.

Merc.dn Nu.......... I'm is the Director of
Oaks Pioneer Museum in Portland. She has
combined an interest in art, sociology and
business administration to fu[fillthis POSition .

SWIM & GYM
\Iumnl KI,nt'lll~ (.mi

12'1·4'146

Mama Porath ('76) became a CPA In
September, 1978. She Is an Audit Supervisor
with Touc:ne Ross in Portland, where she has
worked fOf six years.

Llna Prinsen (75 MA) was recantly named
executive director of the Association for
Retarded Citiz8fls 01 Washington County, a
non-profit organization working to Improve
general wetfare of mentally retarded citizens 01
aI ages. Prinsen was 1971 "Young Career

I aS~i~~~~~~
~~dh~~h;~nts the
Foundation to increase its efforts in

corporate funds solicitation. He
characterizes that as an area where
much remains to be done.
He also indicated that the
Foundation will playa significant role
In making sure that PSU is able to
acquire the $3.5 million Water
Service Building for a high·tech
education and research center
following the one-year city lease. He
characterizes the task as "a major
job," adding, "but where else can we
find the human resources to make
this plan go?"
Hubbard is a graduate of
Sacramento State College . He and
his wife, Lou Juan, have three sons ,
Steven, Thomas and Richard .

Woman" in Oregon and ''Teacher 01 the Year"
finalist.
Jo Ann Robinson ('75 MS) is the new
principal at Robert Gray Elementary School,
longview, WA.
Kenneth L Rust (,7e) WOIU as an economist
'or CH2M-HiU oonsultants in Portland. He is
also seMng this year as Secretary-Treasurer
lor the National Association 01 Business
Economists (NABE), Portland Chapter.
Robert Slinvlt8le rn MST) is a Canby Union
High School teacher and was one of five 1~
finalists lor "Teacher 01 the Year," He says his
greatest challenge Is to make the learning
process Important to students, who will not
usually see the value until many years laler.
LM SchwIirtz (71) is the buyer for General
Automotive Supply Co.. Portland. He, his wile
and child live In Northeast Portland.
Michael D. Scorvo, M.D.

en)

is an

osteopathic physician. presently completing a
rotating internship In Cleveland, Ohio. He will
then complete a residency and a 4-year
military obligation, after whlctl he plans to
relum to Oregon.
SherrI Settalngef ('79) Is a patient advocate
at the Rehabi[itation Institute of Oregon.
Earlier !tIis year, She was appointed Goodwill
AmbaSsador by Gov. Vic Atiyeh during
Rehabilitation in Oregon Month, and
completed a round of speaking engagements
throughoul the slate.

continued on p. 12

City building to house PSU engineering, computer school
The Portland City Council has

offered the former Water Service
Building at 1800 S.W. Sixth to PSU

for use as an engineering and
computer science education and
research center. University President
Joseph Blumel , in accepting the
offer, said classes will begin in the

building spring term .
The University will lease the
building from the city for a year at a
cost of $1, allowing immediate use of
the facility while developing plans for
permanent acquisition of the $3.5

million property. At a January news
conference held al the building,
Mayor Frank Ivancie said the center
would be a boost for economic
development and will provide
expanded educational opportunities
for the region's students.
President Blumel said, "Acquisition
of this facility by the University will
make a tremendous contribution to
development of programs in
electronic and electrical engineering.
and computer science. It will enable
us to do some things we regard as

critical in the development of these
programs."
He pointed out that 1he
engineering and compute'r programs
now will be housed in the same
facility and added that the 20,000
square-foot building is flexible and
ideally sui~ed to the proposed use.
Blumel indicated that the University
intends to grow "from solid
undergraduate programs into
graduate education in engineering
and computer science ... reaching a
research capacity that is significant
in terms of industry."
While initial classes will be held
this spring term in the new center.
the engineering and computer
science programs will receive a
major boost in the fall with the
addition of nine new faculty. This
year, there are some 400 majors in
electrical/electronic .engineering and
a similar number in computer
science. In addition, hundreds of
students are turned away from the
programs due to lack of space.

The City's Water Service Building, vacated in December, will be leased by PSU for
one year for $1 to house Its engineering and computer departments. The btue Ine
bUilding, originally built for Blue Cross, wilt need littte alteration before classes start

their spring term,

University advocate longtime
friend of PSU, community

Briefly. ..

As the newly appointed Interim
Assistant to the President for
University Relations at PSU, Phil
Bogue has assumed the role of
active advocate for the institution.
While his appointment to the
University administration is recent,
his record of support for PSU is long.
Four years ago, speaking as a
private businessman and a member
of the Portland State Foundation,
Bogue told the State Board of Higher
Education, " Portland State will
develop into a metropolitan institution
of distinction .. . it will become a
major urban university because the
people demand it."
Bogue first became interested in
the development of Portland State
soon after arriving in Portland in
1961 to establish an office for the
accounting firm of Arthur Andersen &
Co. He recently retired as Regional
Managing Partner of the firm .
Beyond his service on the PSU
Foundation, Bogue has been active
in other community work. He has
served as president 01 United Way,
the Portland Chamber of Commerce,
Oregon Society of CPA's, the
Oregon Symphony Association,
Metro Private Industry Council, World
Affairs Council and the Friends of
Pioneer Square. He also is a
member of the Burnside Consortium
Board of Directors.
His commitment to community
service earned him the University's
Distinguished Service Award in 1979.
That award saluted him as "A
business executive by profession .
civic leader and patron of the arts by
avocation , and optimist, friend and
volunteer by nature."

Public hearinas wer$, held
statewide during January on a
proposed strategic plan for the state
system of higher education . At the
Portland hearing Jan. 18, local
business and government leaders
joined PSU faculty in questioning the
sections of the plan outlining PSU 's
role. About thirty people testitied
before state officials and a crowd of
150, many saying that the plan
unnecessarily limited PSU's growth.
Mayor Frank Ivancie stressed the
need for more high-technology
education in the metropolitan area.
Multnomah County Executive Dennis
Buchanan said that limited graduate
level programs at PSU would be a
deterrent to economic development.
PSU Foundation President Howard
Hubbard called the plan a reflection
of the status quo, inhibiting change.
Public suggestions will be
considered and a final version of the
strategic plan will be presented to
the State Board of Higher Education
at its Feb. 25 meeting. The original
draft was prepared by the
Chancellor's office.

Phil Bogue
Bogue's advocacy 01 the arts is
reflected in his often voiced concern
to maintain a balance between the
demand for highly specialized
technological education and a good,
broad liberal arts education .
A native of the Seattle area,
Bogue frequently cites the impact of
the University of Washington on that
city as one goal for his continued
involvement with the development of
Portland State .
Among Sogue 's responsibilities as
interim assistant to the president are
alumni relations, news and
information services, university
events, publications, and the
foundation . At the same time, he has
a major responsibility for legislative
relations for PSU .

Plan said IImHlng to PSU

ROTC decision appealed
A 30-29 decision by the PSU
Faculty Senate last December to
support placement of an ROTC
detachment at PSU, was appealed
by a petition signed by more than the
ten percent required by the faculty
constitution. Proponents of ROTC on
campus say the program would bring
students and doliars to the
University; opponents object to the
teaching of military values in the
halls of higher learning.
President Blumel called a meeting

with faculty for Jan. 31 , but the
faculty's final decision on the matter
was not known by press time.
Governor wants higher ed
increase
Governor Atiyeh's proposed
1983·85 state budget called for a 22
percent increase in funds for higher
education. The additional $63 million
request includes salary adjustments,
the enhancement of programs that
will have an effect on economic
development, and a recommendation
for freezing tuition at its current level,
according to information from the
Executive Department . Most other
state services would be maintained
at the January 1982 level. Atiyeh
estimates that most of the revenue
for higher ad funds could be raised
by a 1 percent net receipts tax on
personal and corporate income.
Tektronix gives money,
equfpment
A $3.5 million grant was awarded
to higher education technology
programs by the Tektronix
Foundation in November. The grant,
which consists of funds and
equipment spread over a five-year
period , is for the development of
electrical engineering and computer
science education in the Portland
area, Chancellor William Oavis said
this grant will enable state system
schools to develop specific programs
to meet the demands of the BO's . A
significant portion of the funding will
go to PSU, as soon as suitable
programs in this area are developed ,
according to Tektronix University
Relations.
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City prepares for grid first
The first football meeting of
Portland State and Oregon State is
seven months away but already what
is shaping up as the Portland area's
football event of the year has
captured the attention and
imagination of alumni , fans and
commercial interests in the city.
Major downtown hotels and private
clubs have put a hold on several
hundred choice seats for the 6 p,m. ,
Sept. 10 game in renovated Civic
Stadium.
Special committees from the ,
Viking Athletic Association, the
Portland State Football Club and the

Beaver Boosters are putting together
a schedule of events to ensure that
PSU VS. OSU is more than just a
football game. Fireworks, parades,
contests. and tailgate parties all are
in the works.
PSU Athletic Director Roy Love
believes that, once the PSU·OSU
tickets go on general sale, they will
move quickly, so he is urging early
season ticket renewals through
Athletic Development, 229-4000.
Alumni and friends who want to be
part of the planning for the big
football weekend also should contact
Athletic Development.

Dine out and support athletes

RUSSIA
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
6th Alumni Tour

4 MAJOR CITIES and SIDE TRIPS
May 1-1.5, 1983
Or. Thomas Poulsen, lour leader
Director, Central European Studies Center

• ROUND·TRIP JET-VIA fINNAI!!: FROM SEATTLE
• MCSC0W + VISITS TO COUNTRYSIDE, VLADIMIR, SUlOAL AND ZAGORS"
• LENINGRAD + sloe TRIP TO PETER THE GREAT'S SUMMER PALACE, PUSHKIN

• TBILlSI, CAPITAL OF GEORGIA, FOUNDED 4th CENTURY, TRIP TO CAUCASUS Mrs.
fOR WINE-TASTING PARTY AT COLLECTIVE FARM
• TAlUNIN, CAPITAL OF ESTONIA ON BALTIC SEA, FOUNDED MIDDLE AGES, FERRY
RIDE TO HELSINKI EN ROUTE HOME

• 1 THEATER PERFORMANce tN 80TH MOSCOW AND LENINGRAD
• DAILY SIGHTSEEING EXCURSIONS

Joining the Viking Gourmet Club
can mean eleven free meals and a
tax write-off while supporting
Portland State athletics.
For only $30.00, you can buy a
coupon booklet that offers
two-for-one dinners at these
top-rated Portland restaurants:
Abernethy's, Butcher's Bistro, Jade
West, Jasmine Tree, John's Meat
Market, Old Wives' Tales, Piccolo
Mondo, Poncho's, The Republic,

Northwood's (Sheratorr-Airport),
and Top·of·the-Cosmo.
The supply of booklets is limited,
so it pays to request one early.
Contributions will help support PSU's
student athlete's scholarship fund.
To join the Viking Gourmet Club,
fill out the form below and send to

~~~!j,~~~!~~~ ~Ws~~g~n!aP(~)
229-4000 for more information.

Street

~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~OUT RUS$tA

RESERVATION REQUEST
Mail Today 10 ln$ure Your ResGrvQlion-limited Space

P,O. 80. 752

Mak. chKk pcryoble 10:

Portland...OR 97207

P5U Alumni

Enctc-dpleosefindmycieposiloIU.50perpenon. No. ofpeoon' _ _ _ ""'.'_ __
N~.~)
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Pho.,..
Please make check payable to PSU FoundationNAA and mail to Viking Athletic
Association, P.O. Box 668, Portland, OR 97207.

PSU loses friend, supporter
The University lost a significant
friend and supporter in December
with the death of Earle A. Chiles, 79,
retired president of Fred Meyer Inc.
Chiles, past president of the
Portland State Foundation, was
awarded the University's first
Distinguished Service Award in 1976.
Two years earlier, he had been
instrumental in helping raise funds
needed to keep the PSU football
program operating .
He was especially interested in
developing educational opportunities
for young people and, through his
Chiles Foundation, had done much
toward that goal. Most recently at
PSU , he provided funding for
establishment and operation of a
micro·computer center in the School
of Business (Perspective, Summer

Jennifer Sims (73), a budget officer lor Ihe
Metropolitan Service District (Metro) in
Portland, has obtained a master's degree In
pvbJic adminislration al lewis and Clark

College.
Ha,otd P. Smith ('72) had two heart anacks .
last year, but he is determined to regain
strength. He Is slill painting - watercolors 01
wildlife. He spent 30 years as a wildlife artist
lor the old Dfegon Game Commission.

larry Smith ('79) was recently elected Master
of Sunnytkle Grange, in SW Washington, and
he has received statewide acclaim for his
accomplishments in home gardening. Smith Is
employed as a counselor by the Multnomah
County Community Action Aging Service Unit
Carol V. Swlngen (76 MS) has moved her
practice of personal, family and marriage
therapy to Beaverton. She also is an
assertiveness teacher and parent educator.
Robert Williams (78) is teaching health ancl
biology courses at Rainier High School,
Ralnier, Oregon .

80's
Earle A, Chiles
terms, but in his own personal
efforts. We owe him so much In our
growing~up years."
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"His passing is a tremendous loss
for our universlty, " said PSU
President Joseph Blumei. ·'His
contributions to the university were
enormous - not only in financial
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Leesa Auf ('82) was married to Ken Paul on
Aug. 28, 1982. The wedding was held In the
United Church of Christ in MilwaUkie and was
loIlowed by a reception in Syrian American
Hall.
James Alan Bohlman (,80) married K·Lynn
Merie Bonnin on December 4 at Peace
Lutheran Church in Portland.

•

(503) 229-4948

Nancy Burke (,82) passed her CPA exam in
1982, and is working as a Tax Assistant with
Touche Ross In Portland.
Patti Erickson {"82) began work. this school
year as remedial reading teacher al Astoria
High School.
Sharon J. Fltz ('80) Is pursuing graduate
studies to obtain her master's degree in
physical education at PSU, while teaching
physical education to K through 5 school
children in F;'ortland.
Ken A. H••hagen (81) was married to Ruth
Ann Girdner on Nov. 20 at the Bethlehem
Baptist Church in lake Oswego.
Charle. H. McDonnell III (,82) has been
8watdea a $4,500 fellowship award lor
graduate study by the Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi. McDonnell was one of 40 selected
lor the honor out of 144 01 the nation's
outStanding 1962 college graduates. He is
currently studying medicint:t at John Hopkins
Univt:trsity.

0 , Edward Nelson ('80 MBA) has been
appointed marketing manager for Oregon
Metallurgical Corporation. He has worked for
RCA, General Dynamics and Boeing. Nelson
will coordinate mark.el development for
Oremel, a division 01 Armco, located in
Albany, Ore.
Carolyn Loul.. Poust ('81) married ThOmas
Erik Gredvig on Nov. 21 at Agnes Flanagan
Chapel, lewis & Clark College. A reception
was held at the Pontolio Restaurant In
downtown Portland.
Paullfle Wolfe ("81 MS) has resumed fulltime
teaching duties at the Woodland. Wash.
School District for the first time In 12 years.
She had Qull teaching lifth and siJeth grades to
raise her three children, then earned her
master's degree in education at PSU.

Vanporters share memories with classmates, profs

Retired members of the orIglna' Vanport facutty, Donald Parker Ind George Hoff·
mann, clowned with • singing letegr8m messenger during V.nport Reunion end
Indoor Teltg.te Party held la.t November.

YOU CAN NOMINATE A STUDENT
for the

PSU ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
• $1 ,000 scholarships based on merit to entering
freshmen.
• Financial need is not a consideration.
• Renewable each year if minimum academic requirements are met.
• Deadline for completed application materials is March
11 , 1983 (so make your nomination now!)
• Recipients are selected by a volunteer committee of
PSU alumni.
Alan Kotz '65 chair
Glen Beckley '68
Alcena Boozer '74
Margaret Gottlieb, Vanport
John Kinman '68
Diane Mikkelson '79
Linnea Swanson '78
THE PSU ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM IS FUNDED
BY CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PSU ALUMNI.

For more information, call the PSU Foundation,
(503) 229-4911 .

Alumni of the Vanport Extension
Center shared reminiscences about
the " U by the Slough " at a reunion
and indoor tailgate party held last
November at PSU.
Vanport loyals also honored
retiring members of the original
Vanport faculty Donald Parker and
George Hoffmann in a light·hearted
evening of banjo music and fried
chicken.
The occasion marked the advent
of a special Vanport alumni club,
which has plans for monthly and
annual get togethers and a 3S-year
commemoration of the 1948 Van port
flood this coming Memorial Day.
At the party, classmates renewed
old acquaintanceships and recalled
their days at the school that was
intended to be a temporary
institution. The first studenl body
president Bob Taylor remembered
his decision to enroll : "I had applied
at U of 0 , but they were lacking
housing for married couples. "
Like most of the original enrollees,
Taylor was a World War II veteran
seeking college education under the
GI Bill. "I read about (Vanport
Extension Center) in the newspapers
during the summer of 1946, and
immediately applied."
Donald Parker, who retired from
his position as dean of the School of
Business Administration in
December, and George Hoffman,
who retired as dean of the School of
Social Sciences last September,
noted the unusual character and
circumstances of the post-war
school. " We were there because we
wanted to be there at the time, " said
Hoffmann.
Both Parker and Hoffmann joined
the faculty of the temporary
extension center. which was set up
to handle the overflow from state
universities and colleges, shortly
after it opened in the summer of
1946.
The school was housed at the site
of a wartime housing complex for
shipyard workers in what is now
West Delta Park. About 1,300

students enrolled the first year. The
area contained rows of two-story
apartments, schools, grocery stores
and fire stations, recalled Bill
Lemman, Vanport alumnus and vice
chancellor for administration of the
Oregon State System of High
Education, who served as master of
ceremonies .
Most of the students were
veterans with families, said Taylor,
and were not much younger than
their teachers. Shared experiences
fostered student-faculty camaraderie ,
"There were lots of shortages to deal
with ," he said. Taylor and others
started a combined grocery/book
store to cope with such problems as
how 10 get baby food.
One of Vanport's first employees,
Margaret Holland Gottlieb, did double
duty, as did many faculty members.
Hired as assistant to the director,
she also taught two English classes.
The campus 110ated away just two
years after its founding in the
Vanport flood of May 30, 1948. Dikes
surrounding campus burst from the
pressure of the rising Columbia
River. All of it, lock, stock and barrel,
floated right down the river.
according to Hoffmann.
But the college didn'l die. It started
over in a vacant shipyard complex in
S1. Johns.
In 1952, Vanport bought the old
Lincoln High School building lrom the
Portland School District and moved
into its new headquarters, now
known as Uncoln Hall. There, the
extension center matured and
became Portland State College in
1955 when the state legislature
responded to urgings of Portland
residents and students for a
four-year degree·granting institution.
But for one evening last
November, Portland State
University's new profile of 25
buildings on 26 downtown blocks
faded and the "college that wouldn't
die" lived again.
From a Y.-,guard article
by Cat1a Kautto Kelly

Black alumni club forming
Black alumni of PSU may soon
have a club through which they can
stay involVed with the University.
PSU Affirmative Action Officer Major
Morris and alumnus Ed Washington
('74) are assembling a core of
interested people to get a club off
the ground.
"We want to see black alums
become more involved with the
growth and development of the
UniverSity," said Morris. "There's not
enough of a feeling that the
University has any sense of
community with them ."
A survey is going out to black
alums projX)sing the idea of an

Afro-American Alumni Club and
assessing the level of interest in
active involvement.
One possible activity of an
Afro-American club, according to
Morris, would be to give support to
new black students through a system
of host families. The club would also
provide social activities for alums.
The problem now is to identify
PSU's black alums. Only recently
have records included racial
information about students, explained
Morris. Black alums who are
interested in the formation of a club
are encouraged to call Major Morris
at (503) 229·4417.
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Campaign volunteers near goal of Alumni Fund 4
The fourth annual Alumni Fund.
launched last October, is moving
toward its campaign goal of $90,000,
with $75,000 donated or pledged so

far. This already exceeds last year's
total for alumni contributions. said
fund director Karen Martini.
Alumni have responded especially
well to the direct mail campaign,
known for its pointed message,
"Dear Grad: Send Money." There
has been one general mailing to
date, with another scheduled to go
out in February.
One of the goals of Alumni Fund
4, under the chairmanship of Barbara
Coit ('73), is to have 1()() donors at
$100 apiece. "This would be a major
accomplishment for a program in its
fourth year." said Coit. Campaigners
are about halfway to that goal and

are encouraging prospective donors
to think seriously about that level of
commitment to the University.
Gifts of $100 and more entitle
donors to membership in these

giving clubs : President's Associates,
$1 ,000 and up: Dean's List, $500 to

$999; University Partners, $250 to
$499 : and Park Blocks Associates,
$100 to $249.

"Gifts at any level are appreciated
and get us toward our goals,"
explained Martini. "A financial
contribution is the most important
one an alum can make to Portland
State right now."
Money donated to the Alumni
Fund is allocated to programs which
directly enhance the students'
educational experience. The Alumni
Fund is currently providing
scholarships, stata.of.the·art
equipment, and new resources for
the library.
Alumni Fund 4 ends June 30.
Direct donations can be made, or
alumni can elect to make pledges to
be paid by that date. Write or call

Volunteers responsible for the Alumni Fund 4 campaign are:
General Chair
Barbara Coit '73
President's ASSOCiates
David S. Belles '60 and N. Kirk Taylor '7t
Dean's List

John Kinman, Chair '68, Linnea Swanson '78, larry Thompson '68, lee
Koehn 73
University Partners

Donald Davis, Chair '47, Fritz Bartsch '74, Ross Engle '73, Bruce '73 and
Debra Bartlett '73, Tony Kirchhof '67, Jim Westwood '67, Janice Wilson .
Park Blocks Aaaociates
Joann Reese, Chair '73, Gerry Craig, Co-chair '66, John '80 and Pat1y
Becker '79, Brian Black '69, Chartes Clemans '56, John Cox '76, Lynn

Dingler '68, Jim Hanches '73, Marc Goldberg 79, Denis Norstrom '69,
Mike Streicher '75, Bill Walker '73.
Accounting Dtvlslon

Peggy Miller, Chair '78, leslie Bartlett, Jim Bisio '71, Shannon Brown,
David Bruns '69, Madelyn Jones '71 , Sonja Riihimaki '64, David Brinker
74, Marilynne Keyser, Jan Rautio '78, Ann Hawkins '74.

PSU Alumni Fund, P.O. Box 243.
Portland , OR 97207, (503) 229-4911 .

Teacher, students
join to install
sculpture

STl In ....
TR-\\FI \\ ITH ·\lLJ\I~1
\Iumm Ht nl II!~ ( Mil
22t~

.ttf.tB

A kind of reunion look place when
retired PSU professor Frederick
Heidel's glass sculpture " Uoyd

Trefoil" was installed allhe new
lloyd Building in Northeast Portland.
The 5OO-pound piece, constructed at
a special studio in Holland, was .
commissioned by lloyd Corporation
as part of architect Denis Norstrom's
('69) interior design for the high·rise

Teaches
Raised-Bed
Gardening

building. Bob Nilsen (,67). also an

architect, supervised the installation
of the laminated glass and
nickle·plated steel sculpture which
rests on a travertine base designed
joinUy by Norstrom and Heidel. Both
Norstrom and Nilsen took painting
and drawing classes with Heidel
during the sixties. Heidel, who
started teaching at PSU when it was
Vanport, retired in 1981.

Alumni grants
awarded
Nine PSU students have been
able to continue their studies with
grants of up to $500 from the Alumni
Fund. The awards, administered
through the Office of Student Affairs,
are helping these academically
talented juniors and seniors meet
their winter term tuition costs and
related educational expenses.
The students were nominated by
their departments for the one-time
awards based on academic
achievement and immediate financial

need.
Fr_lck Heidel, Bob NUsen ('67) and Denis Norotrom ('69)
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The new PSU Alumni Grants were
made possible by donations from
PSU alumni to the annual fund .

Choose from
4 Classes

Master gardener Peter
Chan , featured in

Better

Homes and Gardens and

Sunset, teaches you how to grow
more and better vegetables in
less space.

Learn the secrets of raised·bed
gardening :
• Mlreb IS, 11, slide lecture, 7 p.m.
Mln'b I'. garden lour
• Sltu.nlIY. April II. slide leclW'e. 8:30

-

a.m .·Noon

Garden tour, Saturday or SUnday after• )by 3, 5 slide lecture, 1 p.m.
M1J"7. garden tour
• Sllur'IY, .lu.e 4, slide lecture, 8:30

a.m.·Noon
Garden tour, Saturday or SUnday after·
noon

All campus lectures in 75 Lincoln
Hall .
$24.95 general
$19.95 with ABC Card

((I;
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~
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PSU ALUMNI

P.O. Box 752

PortlOlnd, OR 97207
(503) 229-4948

Lectures

CAREER SE .. INARS

FRIENDS OF CHA..BER MUSIC PRESENTS

Noon, Tuesdays. in room 294 Smith Center, unless
otherwise specified. Free & open 10 the public. Call

8 pm, UncoIn Hall Aud. Single tickets may be available atihe
door: $9.50 general, $6 students, Sf. adults, caD 229-4076 for
Inlormation.

229--4813.

GREAT DECISIONS LECTURE SERIES

Noon, Willamene Center Aud., 121 SW Salmon, Free. Gall

Feb. 1

"Nutritioo, Wellness, F"rtness Careers," Ruth
Runkle, Good Samaritan Nutrition & Health
Center.
"Opportunities In the Personal Computer
Industry," Gordon Haggard, distr\c1 manager,
Aadio Shack.

229- 3049.

"'rch 1

The Tokyo String Ouartet, intemaoonally
renowned.

Fe. 1

' Trade & Unemployment: Global Bread &
Butter Issues," Daniel Goldy, International

Feb. 8

"Afnca's Economic Squeeze: Poverty
Hunger. & Refugees," David Groff,
history & humanities, Reed College.

Feb. 15 " Computer Forms-Production and Sales: A
Growing IndtJstry lor Non-Technical Graduates,"

"Nuclear Proliferation: Who's Next
to Get The &mb?" Goroon Schloming.
political science, Uniy. of Portland.

Feb.22 " Public School Teaching: A Career With a

PSU PIANO SERIES

Future?" CliftOt! York, personnel specialist.
Portland Public Schools.
M.rch 1 "Cateers in the ""'nes," BiU Supak, director of
aviation, Port of Portland.

8 pm, Uncoin HaU Aud. General admission, sa.50; students,
$6. Call 229-4076 for infonnation.

Feb. I

Economic Consultant

Feb. 15

Fft. 22

"Southeast Asia: ASEAN & Its
Communist Neighbors," Robert WifIner.
FOI'eign Service Officer & directot,
Governor's Commission on
Foreign languages

Mllreh 1

" lnterAmerican Security: Lessonsftrom.

the South Atlantic," James Gardner.
president, lewis & C1ar1I:

II8rch •

'West Germany & the U.S.:
What's Wrong with the Alliance .~
Frank Munk, political science, PSU.

POETRY COMMmEE PRESENTS
7:30 p.m., Viking Room ( 26 Smith Center), Free. Call
229·3045 J 4452.
Feb. 11

l'

Feb.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPT. COLLOQUIUM SERiEs

Wednesdays, 1 pm, 461 Neuberger Hall, free. CaM 229·9487 1
"Europe Revisited: France/Germanylttelyft jwith
slides), Franz langhammer. German tedior

........

Chris Howell

sa.

Visual Arts
unMAN GALLERY

AUSTRAUAN ALM SERIES

PM. 23

"Postage Stamps: History from the PoaIOIIIce,"
Roderic Diman, SpanIsh MCtion

FtD, 11

" Eliezer Ben Yehuda; Creator of Modem

_21

-

_

··Mad ...... (1979) 17:30 &

2

....at If

liebrew ~
"Culture Siloek: The Plight 01 an ~
in Paris," Michael Goulet French MCIion

TALKING ABOUT IT HElPS

Thursdays, Noon, 11 Neuberger Hall, free, Call ~
Feb. 3

d Call229-445414452.

Hebfew," Joshua Stampler,

MA New VIeW 01 Commflment," BettF ~
MSW, Director of Counseling, SolO Cenear

Feb. 10

~C::S~~:='~MI~, =

Ftb. 17

"Ways to Enrich a Relationship,"

Feb. 24

"Ethics of Dating and SexuaHty fo( SirnJle
Adults," Bruce Worsley, Counselor. bMNI
WhOlistic Center

March 3

'Ways to Insure a SuccHslul S

MA, ...Iohn R~nberg, MDV

~ancYFaarerI.

livitlg

•

Noon. Wednesdays. 150 Cramer Hall, Free. Call

"&nIIy Too FW ...... om)
..,.". SIngoo • .,. 0.-'. f"'76)"

'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - f I 971)

··_-\1971)

;::~:
Feb. 2t1

!:m::;~1~:

....05

""to.m.)

7'

"Blue Collar Workers In Eastem
Europe," Jan Hajda, sociology

Feb. 23

"Communism and Leadership: Baclcground
to the Succession Problem," AHred Meyer,
political science, University 01 Michigan.

Maret! 2

"The Soviet Military Establishment,"
Basil Omytryshyn, History

(1954)

~

Murder" (1954)

.'""",oJ.,;..,, j,943) (7:30'9:30 P.i'.)

p.rn., 150 Cramer Hall, $1.50 general admission, free

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS' PUBLIC LECTURES

'Ilove It Uke A Fool" & "They Are Their Own
Gifts," biogr~ of
involved in art &
activism

women

MThe Wilmar 8" - woman assert their equality

"Francis Bacon and Isaac Newton:
The Struggle for the Soul of Science,"
Stephen T oolmin, Committee 00 SocIal Thoughl,
University of Chicago. 7:30 pm,

294 Smith Center, Free.

Black & whi1, ~y by New York
photographer...". SIiHings. This
- - exhitlll is 8nIIItI<f "Nicaragua:
~in-depth and reaJlstic picture 01
the on-goIng revolutionary process
in Nicaragua."

an

Sports
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

7:30 pm, PSU's Main Gym. 52 general admission, $1 students,
free lor PSU sl1Jd8flts with valid 10. Call 229-4400.
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 12
Feb.
Feb. 24
Feb. 26

1.

Montana State

University 01 Montana
Boise State
Eastern Washington
Weber State
Idaho State

on the job; "You Have Struck A Rock" -

WRESTUNG

Main Gym. 52.SO general admiSSion, $1 stvdents, free to PSU
students with valid 10.

& apartheld.

DRAMA PROOUCTlON

Feb. 11, 19; Tennessee Williams' "Cat on a Hot Tifl
Roof." Pauline Peott8f directing.
8 pm., lincoln Hall Aud. $3.50 general
admission; $2.50 PSU lacultyfslaN
and 5(. adults; $1 .50 students.

" GOnA DAMeE"

Merdt 3

Feb.~1

women

Performing Arts
24-26

Free. Call

A SoCietY1n Transition," presenting

FEIItNIST AutS

Feb, 21

Feb. 16

~GAL1.ERY

229-302014452.

~'o,. _liJ"t.
tiY<">·· (l94I) ~
tot
~Dlal M

uObsesslons," Work by Seattle artisl
Uargi Meyers. The C\tIkICts created
!of this instaltation explore the
sul:l;l!d of historical myth

Seoood ftoor SI1iIh Center~ 811m-t pm , Moo·Fri.,

SoIu<days, 7:30 Q.m. 15 " - ' ~ '$1.50_~
;d PSU _ I . D.
FtD, 5
~ncI~ (1945)

229·391 S.

" Poland in Crisis," David Mason. political
science Butler University, Indianapolis, &
a 1982 Fulbright Scholar in Poland.

feb..1·25

_-t;Ot:JI'o"_ ."......

Fe, 7

CENTRAL EUROPEAN STUDIES LECTURES

"52.

rHOAID BERGJIAfmMCI: KEtLV F,!UlS

Mental Health

r:.b. I

250 SrnHh Cenjer, Noon·5pm, Mon-Fri .. Free. CaJl229-3020J

"Front line" (1980)
"Public Enemy Number One'" (1980)

to PSU students with va1i9 1.0. Call 229--4448 t 4452"

Experience," Marge lee·Anderson,
Psychologist, Multnomah County

Scott Kritzer
John Holmquist concert, March 6, cancelled

local - .

"Language and CuhUfe in !he Mi(j(fe Ea$t,,.
Noury AI-Khaledy, Arabic section

"'rch

Natalie Hinderas

CLASSfCAl GUITAR SERIES

AprIl 17

Fridays, 7:30 p.m., 75 LlncoIn Hall, $l .SO generat
admission, SOc sr. aclub, "" with valid PSU student 1.0.

_"

Your! Egorov

April 23

Sunday, 3 pm, 75 Uncoln Hall. General admission, S5;
students,
Call PSU's Box Office, 229-4440.

Films

FeO. 4

"'rch 3

Aobef1 Dana

Feb. 11

MAussian Icons: The World TranslgtKed" (With
slides), Oavid Coomlef, Maryhill MuIWm

Feb. 9

Guarneri String Quartet, Portland
area favorites

AJ

3522.
FM. 2

piano trio.

Art Abbott, distr\c1 manager, UARCO - 327
Smith Center.

.... 21

ij

The Suk Trio, acclaimed Czechoslovakian

April 4

April 18

....ch 17·20The Keith Martin Dance Co, dances to music 01
!he sixties; choreography by Boooie Manil
and Michael Ellison. UncoIn Hall Aud. Call
Celebrity AIIractions for more Info.

feI). 5

Brigham Young University, 2 pm

Feb. 19

Utah State, 7:30 pm

Campus Dates
Feb, 21

Spring Tarm Advance Registration

... rch 11

...rch 17
March 28

.a.rct. 21

Winter Commencement

General registration for spring term. Evening
classes (4 pm & later) begin.
Day classes begin. SenM>l' adults begin
n9stration today on a no-credit,
tuition-Iree, space available basis al
497 Neuberger Hall; call 229-4739 ' 3952.
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RECREAnON-~
Inexpensive

Fun

Cro...Co_try Sid ....8 0 _
Saturday, March 5·26
Sunday, March 6-27

Sign up today for four all-day Nordic ski
lessons on Mt Hood. Each lesson, held on
four consecutive Saturdays or Sundays, includes a morning and afternoon session at
9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. Classes limited to
eight Lots of individual attention. Why not
create your own class with family and
friends. Supervised training by registered
PNSIA (Pacific Northwest Ski Instructors
Association) leaders. Lessons given In 4 skill
levels.
Before you start your aoss country-skiing
lessons, plan to attend an Introductory
Evening Session on Thursday, February
24. Learn what clothing and equipment are
advisable for the best results. The meeting
staTts at 7 p.m in the DCE BuildingAuditoriurn, 1633 SW Park.
SkJ lesson package: $49.50
$42.50 with ABC Card.

((I

c.r.o. MI...... Hot Spd•••
Saturday through Mo nday, February 1921
Carson Hot Springs is base for x-c skiing in
the beautiful Wmd River area. Pleasan-t
accommodations... 2 nights' lodging, 2
breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner, mineral bath
and massage, guide and transportation
from ?SU.

$92.50 double occupancy
$89.50 with ABC Card.

s.. No_tala S ...... Va_tloD
Sunday through Thursday, March 20·24
Three fuU days' skiing. .. 50 miles of Inviting
ski trails. Deluxe accommodations at alpine
lodge atop Sun Mountain. Heated pool.
Price includes 4 nights' lodging, 4 hearty
breakfasts.

$159 double occupancy
$ 155 with ABC Card.

~

~

" ...., ,/
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